
Introducing Hänel
Standard in Aviation automated 
materials handling and warehousing

Office and Industrial Storage System



Hänel 
Flexibility, efficiency and cost-effectiveness

Economy, efficiency and ecology – these
are the demands that modern-day intralogistics
must meet

With the Hänel Lean-Lift® 

we offer you a first-class, 

high-tech system for 

storage organization and 

materials handling that 

saves time, storage space 

and costs, and enables a 

much more efficient 

workflow.

Over 60 % more space 

The Hänel uses the 

available room height – in 

a similar way to a high-bay 

warehouse or miniload 

system. Unlike these, 

however, it stores parts in 

heightoptimized positions 

so that no space is lost. 

This produces maximum 

storage capacity on a 

minimal footprint. 

This in turn saves costs 

and helps to utilize the 

area dedicated to storage 

more economically.

Efficiency

Countless companies 

throughout the world use 

the Hänel to increase the 

cost-effectiveness of their 

warehousing and 

materials handling.

Ergonomic and safe

The ergonomic design 

minimizes the physical 

strain for employees at 

work. And Hänel goes far 

beyond the requirements 

of today’s safety 

standards.

Work time slashed

The Hänel brings the 

requested item 

automatically to the 

access area in seconds, 

where it can be retrieved 

at the optimum ergonomic 

height.

Optimal parts 

management

The state-of-the-art Hänel 

microprocessor controllers 

can be used as stand-

alone inventory 

management systems or 

communicate with 

customers’ own data pro - 

cessing systems.

®Hänel Lean-Lift ®Hänel Rotomat

Benefits In Aviation

Ÿ One solution for all - store large bulky items and 

small parts all in the one place, no need to waste 

time searching an entire warehouse

Ÿ Safe and secure storage of all high value parts and 

components with tracking of batch numbers and 

user traceability

Ÿ Clean and controlled environment for small, 

fragile items

Ÿ Multiple access and loading options available for 

heavy goods

Ÿ Full inventory control with journal logging, access 

control and picture capture of all storage goods

Ÿ Facilitate growth and accommodate future 

demand

Application In Aviation

Ÿ Locate the machine directly in your aircraft hangar

Ÿ Spare parts and tooling equipment storage with 

speedy batch picking

Ÿ Store parts by batch and part numbers in one 

central location

Ÿ 'Goods to man' principle allows parts to be 

retrieved close to the equipment staff are working 

on

Ÿ Large air frame components storage, utilising the 

wider tray option
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Less warehouse is more
Distinct advantages over conventional
rack storage and MLS

The Hänel offers over 60 % more
storage capacity than a miniload system/rack
store on the same footprint

We've thought of everything
Practical, variable, ergonomic

Free/unused storage
capacity

Goods stored
Miniload system/
conventional rack storage

®Hänel Lean-Lift

®One glance in the Hänel Lean-Lift  

shows the advantages clearly:

Optimum storage of highly varied parts without any loss of 

space! Key points speak in favor of the
®Hänel Lean-Lift :

The pluses

Ÿ Storage capacity can be adapted step by step.

Ÿ More than one person at a time can operate the lift and 

process jobs.

Ÿ Retrieval times are considerably shorter.

Ÿ Units can be added, expanded or separated at a later time.

Ÿ Better utilization of storage volume thanks to 

heightoptimized storage.

Ÿ Decentralized storage right in the production hall.

Free/unused storage
capacity

Goods stored
Miniload system/
conventional rack storage

®Hänel Rotomat

One glance in the Hänel Rotomat® 

shows the advantages clearly:

Adapting the multifunction carriers to suit the inventory items 

means that highly varied parts can be stored optimally without 

any loss of space! Key points speak in favor of the Hänel 

Rotomat® industrial carousel:

The pluses

Ÿ Up to 60% more storage capacity.

Ÿ Storage capacity can be adapted step by step.

Ÿ Several people can operate multiple carousels and process 

jobs simultaneously.

Ÿ Retrieval times are considerably shorter.

Ÿ Units can be added, expanded or separated at a later time.

Ÿ Better usage of storage volume thanks to customized 

divisions in the multifunction carries.

Ÿ Decentralized storage right in the production hall.

Picture top right:

Perfect integration on the 

second floor of the 

company’s modern 

building

Picture bottom:

Replenishing the Hänel 

Lean-Lift® pallet store on 

the ground floor

The Hänel high-speed door 

The Hänel high-speed door enables 

several operators to work 

simultaneously at a Lean-Lift® with 

more than one access point. The 

access areas are blocked off from 

each other. Travel speeds of up to 

1m/s make for quick access. The 

aluminum profiles are highly robust 

and have a long lifecycle. A frequency 

converter ensures optimal flow of 

movement.

The fold-down support rail 

from Hänel

The support rail at the access point 

can be raised and folded down as 

required. Storage containers can 

then be pulled out of the access 

point on smoothrunning plastic 

rollers. This makes work at the Hänel 

Lean-Lift® even more ergonomic. 

Heavy parts can also be removed 

with a crane.

The Hänel transporter

With the Hänel transporter, complete 

containers can be taken out of the 

Lean-Lift®, as they can with the fold-

down support rail. This means that 

even with particularly heavy parts (up 

to 1,000 kg per container) the 

container can be transported 

effortlessly to the required 

destination.
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No more searching
Hänel systems for error-free retrieval

The compartment and sub-level

are displayed on the LED strip as

either one or two digits.

Error-free access with integrated
compartment sub-level indicator

The LED display can be positioned

above or below the access point

as required. The compartment and

sub-level indicators ensure the

right article is accessed.

The compartment indicator

ensures error-free

access and quick storage

and retrieval

...identify the requested article unmistakably

Alternatively, if container divisions

are variable, items can be identified

via a free-moving Vario unit with

4 integrated LEDs.

Hänel Pick-o-Light-Vario® for

variable container divisions:

The Hänel Pick-o-Light-Vario® can
move freely on 2 axes

LEDs in the access point . . .

An LED array is integrated into the

panel above the access opening of

the lift. A colored LED directs a

beam of light onto the requested

article so that it is identified

unmistakably and unequivocally.

This ensures maximum efficiency

and reliable selection during order

picking.

The Hänel Pick-o-Light®

system for quickly finding

the required articles

With the photographic information,

an article on a container can be

identified directly from the control

unit and brought to the access

point.

The items are photographed and the picture 
displayed directly on the control unit

A camera integrated in the Lean-

Lift® takes a photo of the container

each time a transaction is carried

out.

A fixed number of pictures is

archived per container so that 

inventory changes on the container

can be tracked.

Integrated camera

Project reference 

Air Cost Contol – Toulouse, FR Allaero Ltd. – Crawley, GB Lufthansa Technik – Hamburg, DE

Airbus – Bremen, DE Zollner AG Zollner AG

Total of 233 unit of Hänel Rotomat and Lean-Lift 
delivered worldwide since 2000 to support aviation/aerospace industries.

Testimonial

The first two of our machines were installed on time, within budget and immediately released two stock rooms of free space. 

Locating stock and picking orders is now much easier. The stock is in a closed and stable temperature environment and we have 

been able to double our stock holding without having to relocate. Furthermore step ladders are now no longer required and our 

use of forklift trucks is minimal, overall our warehouse is now a much safer place in which to work

Justin Greasley, Allaero

“ “
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Speed is our driving force
Fast, efficient and quiet

High traversing speeds, low noise levels
and accurate positioning are characteristics
of the Hänel Lean-Lift®

Office and Industrial Storage System

Highly efficient and powerful motors allow the extractor
to achieve travel speeds of up to 2.3 m/sec

Frequency converter in the Hänel Lean-Lift® EcoDrive

Let Our Consultant
Be At Your Service

CV. Richmore & Co.

Phone. +62 31 732 9999 

Email. sales@richmore.co

Plasa Graha Family D-15A. 

Surabaya, East Java - Indonesia 

The Hänel Lean-Lift® is available in 

a high-speed version. The vertical 

speed of travel, for example for 

containers with a load capacity of up 

to 500 kg, is 2.3 m/sec with an 

empty extractor, and 1 m/sec with a 

loaded extractor. Horizontally the 

extractor travels jolt-free at a speed 

of 0.5 m/sec. Moreover each Hänel 

Lean-Lift® is equipped with a soft 

start control with frequency 

converter.

Hänel Lean-Lift® new generation

in a high-speed version

The advantage:

Gentle and rapid acceleration 

and braking.

This has enormous 

advantages:

Ÿ No tilting of the extractor.

Ÿ No problem with uneven 

load distribution, even 

with heavy weights, and 

consequently a longer 

lifecycle.

Ÿ Easy maintenance access 

from the side.

Ÿ Easy attachment of the 

arresting device for the 

extractor.

The vertical carriage

(extractor) has 4-point 

suspension...

Ÿ Roller chains are durable, 

so no fatigue failures.

Ÿ Long lifecycle.

Ÿ No replacement 

necessary at fixed service 

intervals.

Ÿ Roller chains have a high 

rate of efficiency (98 %).

Ÿ Accurate positioning 

because of high rigidity.

Ÿ No slip on emergency 

stops.

...and time-proven, 

lownoise 4-chain 

technology!

In the Hänel Lean-Lift® 

EcoDrive, a frequency 

converter converts the kinetic 

energy of the descending

extractor into electrical 

energy and feeds it back into 

the electrical supply system.

Depending on the traversing 

rate, up to 40 % of the energy 

fed in for the upward run can 

be returned to the supply 

network.

The Hänel EcoDrive –

CO2 reductions thanks to

efficient energy recovery


